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When I heard that Charlie was going to shoot Rejuvenation Pill, everyone present took a
breath of surprise.
Isaac Cameron subconsciously said: “Master Wade, the last time you took the rejuvenation
pill at the moore’s house, the transaction price reached a high of 2 billion. And that time,
you did it improvisationally. I know, that’s why it was sold by Travis Lane at a price of 2
billion…”
After speaking, Isaac Cameron said again: “If we hold a serious auction this time, do a good
job of publicity in advance, and attract all the top wealthy people, it will be five billion, which
is not a problem!”
Mr. Quinton on the side also said, “Yeah, Master Wade! Your Rejuvenation Pill has long been
famous in the wealthy circles in the South. Travis Lane came to obey that Rejuvenation Pill,
and he was nearly twenty years younger, more than fifty years old. The year-old man looks
like he is in his thirties! People also say that he has been tossing between men and women
during this period. Just being a female celebrity, he has been involved in seven or eight… I
know how many rich people dream of Jasmine to rejuvenate! If this news spreads, it is
estimated that all the rich people across the country will come to Aurous Hill!”
Charlie said indifferently: “What I want is this effect. Many people feel that Aurous Hill can’t
make it to the table. Then I will let these top wealthy people rush to Aurous Hill! Many
people are now thinking about drawing a clear line from the wade family. Then I will let
them bite the bullet and enter Shangri-La to participate in this auction!”
After speaking, Charlie said again: “This auction has three core lots. The finale is a
rejuvenation pill, followed by a rejuvenation pill divided into four parts, each of which will be
auctioned separately, and then three amulets. For the rest, let Jasmine choose some
Jiqingtang’s collections to come in and hold a scene.”

When Mr. White heard this, he said with regret: “Oh… the last time I auctioned at the
moore’s house, I didn’t have the strength to compete with President . In this auction, I think
it is impossible for me to shoot the rejuvenation by smashing the pot and selling the iron.
Dan…”

As he said, he hurriedly asked Charlie again: “Master Wade, what are the effects of the
amulet you refined? If it is appropriate, you will have to go to the auction when you have a
good foundation!”
Charlie smiled and said: “The amulet is nothing more than exorcising evil and avoiding
calamities. If you change the Feng Shui fortune, it is definitely impossible to live longer and
prolong life like Huichun Pill.”

Mr. White slapped his thigh: “It can drive away evil spirits and avoid disasters, but also
change the Feng Shui fortune. Buy one and wear it every day, maybe the business will be
more and more prosperous! I will definitely find a way to take one back!”
Charlie waved his hand: “The auction is just to make money from outsiders. You don’t need
to participate. The amulet is simple. I will make a few more. I will give you one by one at that
time. As for the rejuvenation pill, you don’t have to. It costs sky-high prices to shoot, and if
the time is right, I will give you some.”
Mr. Quinton and Mr. White were very grateful when they heard this.
Both of them were fortunate enough to have received the Dispersing Blood and HeartSaving Pill given by Charlie, and the effect had already benefited them endlessly, and the
two of them were even more looking forward to the Rejuvenation Pill.
However, they also know their actual situation. The two families in Aurous Hill are barely
reaching the level of a tens of billions of families, and most of the funds are placed in
various real estate and companies. They really want to buy billions of cash. Rejuvenation
pills, they simply don’t have this strength.
Although Charlie didn’t say that he would definitely give it to them if he died, but since
Charlie had this statement, it proved that there was a great opportunity.

